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WWDVC Speakers / Hands on Lab Presenters 
Guide for Recording & Live Streaming 
 
12 March 2021  Written by: Dan Linstedt, © 2021 
 
The purpose of this document is to provide a speakers guide to recording, as well as best 
practices for live-streaming / speaking at our conference.  This guide (at the end) also includes 
tips and best practices for conducting a Hands-On lab at our conference. 
 
Please read all instructions!! Every piece of information contained here is important for the 
success of your presentation. 
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Sound Recommendations: 
1. Headset with Mic: Sanheiser PC 7 USB, or Logitech h390 USB  
2. OR: Jabra Speak 510 USB MS Bluetooth Speakerphone 7510-109 
3. OR: Independent Mic: Blue Yeti Nano Premium USB Mic 
4. OR: Logitech c920 – on-board mic  (with the camera) 

 
Best recommendation: Jabra Speak 510.  Why? 
Because it has a bi-directional (2-way) speak & listen at the same time.  You can hear someone 
ask a question while you are speaking.  Most devices do NOT have this built in.   It also has noise 
cancelling, background noise dampening, and other awesome features that make it well worth 
it’s money. 
 
Why not use the computer microphone? 

a) It’s embedded in the keyboard in most cases 
b) It picks up computer speaker noise and usually has no noise cancelling properties 
c) It’s LOW QUALITY (ie: minimum quality needed for the computer manufacturer) 
d) Generally low “gain” 
e) Produces “noisy sound” (like hums, clicks, air noise, background noise) 

 
BUILT-IN Microphones & Speakers cause problems, IF used together.   They can cut-out speech 
from another party, introduce feedback, echo, and provide reverberation (sound like you are in 
a hallway).   Internal / built-in are the worst options for audio. 
 
Why Wired USB devices? 

a) Wireless devices run on radio signals 
b) Wireless: The more radio signals within a 10 foot radius, the more conflict these devices 

have (ie: you see them “drop out, stop working, require reboot, require unplug – 
replug”, run out of battery and you don’t know / can’t tell, provide lower quality sound 

c) Wireless Mice? Keyboards?   DON’T USE THEM WHILE PRESENTING!!!  That’s right, go 
back to wired mice and keyboards, again – the wireless radio signals cause interruptions 
and issues – especially with audio and camera recording equipment that are sensitive to 
all “interference”.  By the way, wireless mice and keyboards are affected by point D 
below. 

d) Wireless often compete and conflict with your Wireless NETWORK connection – causing 
interruptions to your network, network outages, and other untraceable issues. 

e) NOTE: What about USB Extenders?  Powered or ghost powered?  It’s a well known fact 
that the USB extenders can cause SIGNIFICANT interference with all your wireless 
devices,  unplug and remove ANY and ALL USB port extenders, and you will have a much 
smoother experience (both networking and sound, as well as mouse and keyboard).  
Why? The radio signals compete / conflict – again, leading to reboot, interruptions, etc.. 
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WebCam Recommendations: 
1. Logitech C920 or c920x webcam.  Standard USB connectivity 

 
It’s a bit on the expensive side, however provides high quality picture, fantastic sound (as it has 
built in microphones to boot) – if you choose to use the Logitech camera, you can “forgo” 
purchase of an independent microphone as indicated above.  It’s been said: Microsoft LifeCams 
are decent, however they have been known to cause conflicts at the hardware level, requiring 
reboots, and spurious interrupts to service.   I’ve used the c920 for 3 years now without any 
flaws failures, or issues.  It just works… 
 
For All Web-Cams:  

a. make sure you “turn of auto-focus” please…    Otherwise when you move, your image 
will blur badly.    

b. Turn-off Auto-White-Balance as well, can help with the presentation viewing. 
 
Network Recommendations: 

1) High speed network (outgoing/upload) speed is good.  If you have a router/hub/cable 
modem you can “wire into” with a network cable, please do so.  Eliminate glitches, and 
freezes over your home wireless connection.   Remember: ALL wireless devices (mouse, 
keyboard, headset, Bluetooth (cell phone, speakers), and wireless network routers 
compete for signals.  Sometimes the frequencies can collide – causing glitching and 
issues.   The more wireless devices you have (especially within a 5 foot radius) the more 
interference, and that can cause issues with your recording efforts. 

2) Something you may not know: IF you have a “USB PORT EXTENDER” – it can & often 
does cause radio interference with your wireless devices and your network connections.   
REMOVE any USB port extenders before recording or presenting. 

 
Using ZOOM: 
Our conference uses ZOOM for it’s virtual and live-streamed sessions.  Here are some best 
practices of USING ZOOM:  include: Lighting tips, background tips, slideware best practices, and 
general health during your presentation. 
 
Note: by following the tips below, you can turn on “Green Screen background” for Zoom, and it 
will look nice and work well. 
 
Lighting & Clothing Tips: 

1) Have good lighting “in front of you”, or overhead (about 3 feet in front of you, but 
overhead).  Do not place lighting “directly overhead” as it will cast shadows under your 
chin, and sometimes look odd. 
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2) Best lighting is: shaded lights and lamps to your left and right (about 3 feet away on your 
left and right, at “head level”) – so you are not staring directly at the lamp itself, but you 
are “lit” by diffused light. 

3) Block out sun-light behind you.  Shade/cover any “open windows” behind you.  Do not 
allow the sun to light your back.  If you do not block out the natural sun-light or open 
windows, YOU will be “washed out”, and it will be difficult to see you on camera, and it 
will be difficult for the zoom green-screen effect to work properly. 

4) Do not stand under a sky-light with sunlight streaming through.  Changes in lighting 
while you are presenting makes it difficult to maintain proper lighting conditions. 

5) Best practice: be in a closed room in front of either a green-screen or a PLAIN WALL.  A 
wall “painted” with a single basic light color (white, or other light color), if you only have 
a dark wall, then that will have to do.  It’s always best to have a single color wall than it 
is to have a busy background. 

6) Green screens: for those of you that have one, use it.  If you do not have one, don’t 
worry about it – just follow the advice in #5 above with a plain wall. 

7) Color for your clothing / apparel:  Single, light colors are best.  Do not dress in the same 
color as your wall or background/green screen.  Dress for contrast.  However light 
colors, simple (no patterns, no logos, etc…) work best with ZOOM green screen effects, 
especially if you have the right lighting. 

8) GREEN SCREEN: (if you have one) should be at least 3 feet behind you – and well lit. So 
that it does not cast shadows. 

 
Additional Notes for presenters: 

1. Please SHUT OFF notifications, and ALL other applications except powerpoint and zoom, 
or Apple Keynote and Zoom to provide the best student experience. 

2. Remove Icons from your desktop, participants “may” see the “icons” on your desktop as 
you switch from Screen share to Video / camera share. 

3. SHUT OFF your Screen Sleepers please!!  It can cause issues. 
4. Dual Monitors are recommended but not required: You *should* have a dual monitor 

setup if you can, so that you can have ONE screen shared (powerpoint presentation 
mode), and the other one for your notes, and your camera, and zoom controls.  
 

Screen Resolution & Screen Font Sizes: 
1. For software, screen resolution (if possible) should be 1080p at a maximum.  We realize 

your screens can have higher settings, however for demonstration purposes over the 
web, we suggest a 1080p max setting.  Why?  Readability.  Higher resolution = much 
smaller density, and it is often times too difficult to read without zooming in. 

2. Font sizes: try to have at least 12pt font.  If possible 14 or 16pt font are requested.  
Which means: scrolling may be required.  Again, font sizes less than 14pt become too 
difficult to read. 

3. Colors: Dark Mode is far easier to read (white on black text) than lighter modes.  If your 
software can run in Dark Mode, please do so. 
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Presentation (PowerPoint / Keynote): 

1) No less than 12 pt font sizes for virtual presentations, for in-person presentations, no 
less than 16 pt font sizes 

2) Colors: ensure gray scale works properly, flip your presentation to Gray scale mode and 
review your readability.  This ensures all your colors will print properly if the 
presentation ends up being printed in gray scale. 

3) Colors: light shades / pastels work best for filled boxes.  Dark fonts.  Attempt high 
contrast.  In presentations that are printable, a white background is best, otherwise the 
cost increases dramatically for printing. 

4) Bullet points: try to convert to “word art” or a visual format in Keynote.  Using visuals 
helps retention while you are presenting.   Slide after slide of straight bullet points will 
put your audience to sleep. 

 
IMPORTANT!! (For recording presentations) 
IF you do not wish to record your own file (for any reason), we would be happy to do it for you 
in the cloud using zoom.  We can setup a zoom meeting, and we can record it to our zoom 
cloud, and produce the MP4 ourselves.  In this case, it will be your responsibility to setup a 
zoom presentation with us – BEFORE April 27th, 2021. 
 
Recording Software: 

1. IF you or your company has a ZOOM account – you can record your presentation on 
Zoom (even internally – by presenting to others in your company).  Zoom will render the 
recording in acceptable formats, and allow you to download the MP4 as a result.  Note: 
an hour long presentation recorded on zoom, takes a bit over an hour for Zoom to 
“render” to an Mp4.  After which you will have to download the MP4, then share it with 
us. 

2. We highly recommend Camtasia by TechSmith – fantastic program, a bit expensive 
(around $300 US) – however, produces files we can edit, annotate, zoom, add cursor 
effects, highlights, and more.  Super easy workflow, super easy production. If you want 
best practices for Camtasia, and wish to turn over the raw recording files and projects – 
please let us know. (Cross Platform – Mac and Windows) 

3. OBS – open broadcast studio (open source), a bit more complicated to learn, more 
switches to tweak, but it is free.  There are tons of extensions (some paid) to do 
different things. (Cross Platform) 

4. Mac Only: ScreenFlow – also works well, similar to Camtasia in workflow and interface. 
 
Specifications for Movie file: 

1. We require at a minimum, that you turn over an MP4 to us. 
2. 1080p resolution, 720p will also be accepted.    
3. For the MP4: PLEASE DO NOT RENDER BELOW 70% QUALITY!!   We need the HIGH 

Quality video file.  Rendering below 70% does decrease the file size (we are NOT 
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concerned with the file sizes, even for a 1 hour presentation).  Once you have delivered 
or shared the file with us, we can upload it to a proper video hosting platform. 

4. Audio Minimums: 128kbps @44hz at a minimum.  Stereo or record to mono are fine. 
 
Delivering the Movie File to us: 

1. To send us an MP4, you should NEVER use email.  Use a service: weSendIt.com, or 
YouSendIt.com are best, or if you have a google drive, or an AWS file share in the cloud, 
please simply provide us with the link. 

2. Please do NOT simply post your video on YouTube.  We require exclusive content for 
our conference (except for vendor Hands-On labs).  We will NOT accept YouTube video 
submissions to our conference. 

 
Hands-On-Labs (for those providing these) 

1. Our audience is highly technical, don’t sell during the hands on lab, instead: show HOW 
to use your software / solution to accomplish goals. 

2. Walk through a single end-to-end design. 
3. Keep it simple (101 introductory level) in the first hour.  In the 2nd hour you may (if you 

choose) move on to intermediate and advanced techniques. 
4. Stick with General Availability releases (production releases) to avoid issues.  If you want 

to “showcase” new features, do it in the 2nd hour as a demo only, in which case you may 
present Alpha or Beta releases. 

5. Bring an engineer to the conference, so they can answer questions AND get a full 
understanding of how their software might be used by the audience.  This is an 
invaluable experience for your engineers. 

6. Bring sales people who can talk numbers – but offer to meet with the customers in your 
booth, or one-on-one to conclude those deals. 

7. STICK TO YOUR AGENDA for the hands-on, have at least 2 or 3 sales engineers capable 
of helping people that get stuck (for the in-person conferences), for the live-streamed 
conference – only one person at a time can be assisted (unfortunately). 

8. BE PREPARED with several steps of “files to load” that are pre-built.   By having pre-built 
solutions at each step, you can move the entire class along together, even those who 
get stuck.  They can simply “load the next file” to get caught up with the next step. 

9. Focus on HOW-TO solve the problem. 
10. Talk about what the attendee can do today to increase their agility with your software, 

what can they use in your software today, to solve at least one of their business issues, 
or methodology / approach issues, or design issues. 

11. ALWAYS tie your software to a Data Vault case – learn and understand Data Vault, and 
figure out how it works with Data Vault (this is a Data Vault conference after all). 

12. Be prepared to “give away” trials of your software.  Most of our vendors provide a 
minimum of a 30 day trial to the attendees, some provide 60 day, others have provided 
a 90 day evaluation use. 
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13. Feel free to hold a raffle / contest during the hands-on.   One year, a sponsor gave away 
Beats headphones. 

14. DON’T ADVERTISE, DON’T SELL during the hands-on, STAY technical how-to.  Use your 
other sessions to advertise and sell, use your booth to advertise and sell.  Hands-on 
attendees WANT technical solution based hands-on. 

15. DO demonstrate a few “key” features (nifty, neat, wizard driven), accellerators, 
automation items, any feature that highlights agility in using the tool – and enhancing 
the speed of generating output. 

 
Hands-On Lab Recordings: 

1. IF you have a hands-on-lab pre-recorded, DO NOT simply replay it during our 
conference.  You are expected to lead (live person) live-streamed hands -on labs during 
our conference. 

2. WE will record (using Zoom) your hands-on presentation during our conference.  These 
recordings will ONLY be made available to conference attendees once the conference is 
completed. 


